
(1) flatware prepared guitars (2) lots of arrhythmic guitars (3) shrieking "bowed" guitars (4) groaning door hinges on left, some tape 
feedback on right (5) speaker and microphone feeding back in weird ways (with effects) (6) same sort of thing (7) drum machine left; 
guitar melody right (8) thrashy drum machine left, noisy guitar right (9) a flute and some percussion in a silo (10) playing the ladder 
rungs in the silo (11) inuit throat singing (12) sfx (13) portamento synth (14) arp loop (15) organ madness (16) ping pong (17) jazzy 
bleeps (18) space diner (19) reversal of fortune (20) decoder ring modulation (21) ministry meets goldie (22) sample & hold drums 
(23) nintendo drums (24) chief joseph speaks (25) pat robertson babbles 26) slowed down/edited violin sample (27) distorted tape 
of tarot reading (28) backwards acoustic guitar and udu echo (29) freezer shelves (30) straw (31) drum machine (32) 40's loop (33) 
bco 1 (34) bco 2 (35) bus (36) percussion (37) sound (38) stomach (39) sunbeam (40) everything seems normal now (41) an ocean 
of waves (42) hallucinogen shoe (43) aluminum locust rest interval in the sun (44) tribal part ii (45) damelon's door (46) singing, 
pump sound, and flute (47) electronic noise and muted sax (48) speech loops (49) drones and sounds (50) guitar riff; electronic 
noise, rain stick (51) rain stick, philosophy, electronic sounds, drum cuts (52) 2 casios, talk radio loop, speed & volume manipulated. 
(53) casio loop, live radio noise, groan sample (sk-1) (54) talk radio loop, live cassette player scratch (55) misc samples compiled (56) 
saxes, phones, bells, mangled tape loop (57) synth guitar riffs (left and right) (58) roland promars compuphonic riffs (both channels) 
(59) sequential circuits beat (left), korg polisix random arpeggio (right) (60) analog bursts (left), distorted and delayed guitar (right) 
(61) guitar and synth loop (left), cheesy note progression on guitar (right) (62) distorted bass riff (left), vinyl sampled beat (right) (63) 
vinyl  sampled beat (left), out of tune rhodes (right) (64) atari 2600: mrs. pac man, asteroids, space invaders, pac man (65) 
ahhhhcapella genuine acoustic phase shift (1981) (66) 2 part laser beam thing (67) cyberbiker (68) organ donor (69) somewhere 
near the clavicle and moving lower (70) stagger 'n' lurch (71) whack a mole (72) sneaky bongo lounge (73) do spacesuits have 
zippers? (74) robert who? (75) crackle (floydian slip) (76) tubular smellodrama (77) some words from bill (78) bite the wax tadpole 
(yueh chin: chinese "moon guitar") (79) "sheik & baked" (oud and dumbek) (80) a big empty thing (81) a "tribal" sounding loop in 9 
(82) an undead ebow monstrosity; periodic distortion things (83) a big whiney thing; (84) the moment the ebow actually died (85) 2 
fifteen second mono loops (86) tuning fork; left = spooky things; right =spookier wobbly things (87) "atmosphere b" modulators 
maxed out (88) abu (89) aqu (90) doorstop tape delay (91) thermal (92) thermal ii (93) contact mic on power outlet (94) a-h 95) i-
n (96) o-w (97) v-z
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